Algeon Materials

www.algeonmaterials.com
Social Media URLs
https://www.linkedin.com/company/algeon-materials

Founder: Kim Pendergrass
kim.pendergrass@algeonmaterials.com

What We Do
Algeon Materials is an advanced materials biotech start-up. We're on a mission to fight climate change and reduce plastic pollution by creating plastic alternatives for leading brands. By leveraging ocean-derived materials (like kelp and seaweed), we're creating novel sustainable bio-innovative materials.

Programs
Berkeley SkyDeck Incubator, Q3 2022 - Q1 2023
Creative Destruction Labs, Oceanic Stream - Q3 2022
Maritime Blue Third Wave, Bluetech - Q1 - Q2 2022
StartBlue, Bluetech - Q4 2021 - Q2 2022
UCSD The Basement - Q4 2021 - Q2 2022
Erie FRIE Accelerator, Sustainable Manufacturing - Q4 2021
Scale-Up Masterclass - Q3 2021
Rady StartR & Impact - Q2 2021

Company News
Recently accepted into the Berkeley SkyDeck Pad program.

We are currently seeking.... Investment